Dual energy CT and research of the bone marrow edema: Comparison with MRI imaging
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Abstract

Aims: To evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of the Dual Energy Computed Tomography (DECT) in the research of the bone marrow edema. Methods and Material: The MRI images of 100 patients with episodes of articular and or bone pains with or without traumatic lesion were prospectively evaluated during a period between March 2018 and February 2019. In the presence of bone marrow edema, a DECT was performed. The measurement of the density of the bone marrow edema in the DECT was compared with healthy bone in the same patient by two operators. Result: The DECT and MRI images of 15 patients with bone marrow edema were compared. The mean of pathologic bone marrow edema was 1008.20 (Standard Deviation (SD) 23.00), for healthy bone marrow 947.53 (SD 16.42), and t = 11.75, with a statistical significance P < 0.05 (Statistical significance 95%). The agreement between the measurements of the two radiologists has a statistical significance (P < 0.05). Conclusion: The DECT presents an excellent diagnostic accuracy to detect the bone marrow edema, comparable to MRI. The utility of these recent possibilities is maximum where access to MRI is still very difficult.
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Background

The terminology of bone marrow edema suggests that the water content of bone marrow is increased when it is T1W hypointense and T2W hyperintense.1,2

Bone marrow edema is easily identified in the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as a hyperintensity signal in specific sequences with fat suppression (proton density (PD) suppressed by fat or suppressed by fat T2).1-3

The histological findings vary based on the underlying etiology, and the presence of fibrosis or inflammatory infiltrate is frequent and often predominant.1,2,4
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The detection of bone marrow edema is important because of its diagnostic and prognostic value. It indicates underlying structural damage and may modify management in patients with rheumatoid arthritis or spondyloarthropathies.[3-6]

The new performance of Dual Energy CT (DECT) gives the possibility to detect the anatomical and pathological sign, not possible with the conventional CT. DECT applications can largely be divided into exploration of material-nonspecific and material-specific energy-dependent information.[7-9]

To evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of the Dual Energy Computed Tomography (DECT) in the research of the bone marrow edema.

**Methods and Material**

The research was performed according to the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained from research subjects.

The MRI images of 100 patients with recent episode of articular and or bone pains, occurred until 10 days before the radiological examination (with or without traumatic lesion), were prospectively evaluated, during a period between March 2018 and February 2019. If the edema was present in the IRM images, the DECT was performed for researching CT bone marrow edema with Spectral images; written informed consents were obtained from all patients when a complementary CT was requested.

The exclusions criteria were patient age $70 < x < 15$ years old, patient with surgical interventions (risk of the presence of the artifacts), patient with chronic pain.

Fifteen patients (11 males and 4 females, age in the range of 24–62) who was identified having edema in MRI have been completed the diagnostic path with DECT, using spectral images that enhance the concentration of water in the bone.

Out of 15 patients, 4 were vertebral columns, 2 knees, 3 ankles, 1 foot, 4 shoulders, and 1 wrist.

Bone marrow edema in MRI has been identified with water-sensitive sequences as a bone hyper-intensity in the proton density (PD) or weighted T2 sequences with fat subtraction. The MRI images were acquired with MR magnetic field 1.5 T “Faced” Array coil (GE, United States), matrix of $224 \times 256$, and FOV of 16–18 cm; four standardized sequences were performed for each patient: spin echo (SE) T1-weighted (W) (465/8; field of view, $285–385 \times 250–305$ mm; matrix, $260–300 \times 200–250$; section thickness, 4 mm; gap, 0.4 mm), T2 W (turbo inversion-recovery magnitude imaging repetition time ms/echo time ms = 2000/70; inversion time, 150 ms; field of view, $285–385 \times 250–305$ mm; matrix, $260–300 \times 200–250$; section thickness, 4 mm; gap, 0.4 mm). For Dual Energy images, tube voltages were set to 80 and 140 kVp with the tin filter activated.

For the evaluation of the bone marrow edema, the DECT with Dual-Energy technique was used, allows easy configuration of back-to-back axial or helical scans of the same anatomy at two different X-ray energies (kVs), which highlight the presence of water with respect to the other components constituting the analyzed tissue.

The DECT was acquired with Revolution EVO (General Electric (GE) healthcare, United States); the technical parameters were as follows:

Detector Configuration $64 \times 0.625$ mm, 190 mAs, $80 < x < 140$ kV, ASiR-V at 60%, Collimation 80 mm, slice thickness 0,625 mm, reconstruction increment of 1 mm, Pitch 0.9.

All the dual-energy data were obtained using a specific dual-energy deconvolution kernel provided and developed by GE healthcare.

The acquisition plan was based on the type of articulation examined.

MRI and DECT were compared to evaluate their diagnostic images’ concordances.

Two radiologists with at least 5 years of experience in musculoskeletal radiology have prospectively and independently examined the acquired images.

**Statistical analysis**

We used descriptive statistical tests for nominal data such as t-Test. The statistical program used was SPSS 19 (IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows; IBM Corporation, Armonk, New York, USA). A $P$ value less than 0.05 was considered significant.

**Result**

The MRI images of 100 patients were evaluated to search bone marrow edema. Edema has been identified as “present or not present” in the MRI images.

When the edema was present, a DECT has been acquired.

The DECT and MRI images of 15 patients with bone marrow edema were compared.

Out of 15 patients, 4 were vertebral columns, 2 knees, 3 ankles, 1 foot, 4 shoulders, and 1 wrist.
Two radiologists with at least 5 years of experience in musculoskeletal radiology have prospectively examined the acquired images; the edema was “present or not present.”

Each radiologist made a measurement of the density of the pathological bone (with edema) of each patient (15 measurements each) using spectral images that enhance the concentration of water in the bone, and on one the healthy bone of the same patient as a control, for a total of 4 measurements for each patient (15 + 15 into the bone marrow edema et 15 + 15 into the healthy bone marrow).

The mean of pathologic bone marrow edema was 1008.20 (Standard Deviation (SD) 23.00), for healthy bone marrow 947.53 (SD 16.42), and \( t = 11.75 \) [Table 1].

The result of the 30 measurements of the pathological bone was discordant from the 30 measurements on healthy bone, with a statistical significance \( P < 0.05 \) (Statistical significance 95%).

The agreement between the measurements of the two radiologists was confirmed \( (P<0.05) \): The mean for the first operator of pathologic bone marrow edema was 1013.13 (SD 27.79), for healthy bone marrow 948.73 (SD 19.03), and \( t = 6.83 \).

The mean for the second operator of pathologic bone marrow edema was 1003.26 (SD 16.46), for healthy bone marrow 946.33 (SD 13.90), and \( t = 11.11 \).

The positivity of MRI in sequences with fat suppression is related to the positivity of DECT, after evaluating the images that increase the bone water presence.

Subjectively, for both radiologists, MRI has superior for edema evaluating.

DECT has fewer artifacts and more details with more spatial resolution.

**Discussion**

The DECT presents a high diagnostic accuracy in the research of the bone marrow edema, comparable to that of the MRI [Figures 1A-D and 2A-D].

Subjectively, for both radiologists, MRI has superior for edema evaluation, but DECT has fewer artifacts and more details with more spatial resolution.

The use of DECT allows the search of additional information, such as bone marrow edema, even in patients without evident fractures.

Diseases such as algodystrophy can be visualized without the use of MRI, which is more expensive and less available [Figure 2a-d].

We have found few studies that speak about this topic.[10,11]

Bone marrow edema is the term given to abnormal fluid signal seen within the bone marrow on MRI. It is a nonspecific, yet important, finding usually indicating the presence of an underlying pathology.[3,4,5,10,11]

The new CT techniques developed, therefore, allow increasing the visualization of the water bone, distribution, identifying the edema.[7-9]

This novelty is extremely important above all, because until now, it was exclusively pertinent to other methods, in particular, MRI in radiology, or scintigraphy and PET-CT for nuclear medicine.[3,4,6,11,12]

The possibility of a different diagnosis through the use of DECT will allow in the future determine the modification of the diagnostic radiology indications.[7,13]

Considering bone marrow edema, for example, it could be useful in an emergency service to search for a small no visible fracture [Figure 3a-c], a stress fracture, algodystrophy, arthritis, or other.

The utility of these recent possibilities is maximal where access to MRI is still very difficult.

MRI, more expensive and with limited access, can be used for more complex examinations, reducing to a minimum the diagnostic investigation after the acquisition of a DECT.[14]
The recent development of the DECT gives the radiologist multiple diagnostic possibilities unknown with conventional CT.[7‑9,13,15‑17]

Dual-energy CT applications can largely be divided into exploration of material-nonspecific and material-specific energy-dependent information. Both evaluations can be qualitative or quantitative. The former includes virtual monoenergetic imaging, effective atomic map, and electron density map. The latter includes material decomposition, material labeling, and material highlighting.[7,8,14]

With these recent techniques, two materials with different dual-energy slopes caused by different photoelectric effects can be differentiated by using a predefined separation line.[7,8,15]

Spectral imaging demonstrates clear clinical benefits. Tissue characterization utilizing CT is based on several features, including lesion enhancement, patterns of enhancement, lesion outline, and/or the presence of calcium or fat within the lesion.[7,9,14]

DECT enhances the diagnostic performance and confidence of CT by increasing iodine contrast-to-noise ratio, decreasing metal or beam-hardening artifacts, and providing material-specific information.[15]

Radiologists should explore the various clinical benefits of DECT, an emerging technology in medical imaging.[13‑15]
The main limits of this study are low diffusion of the DECT presents in the territory, the small number of patients and data, and the lack of experience regarding the possibility of the DECT.

It is hoped that it will be offset in the years to come, going to greatly improve the diagnostic capabilities of the radiologist.

**Conclusion**

The DECT presents an excellent capacity to detect the bone marrow edema, comparable to MRI.

The utility of these recent possibilities are maximum where access to MRI is still very difficult.
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